
Established in 1980, Lighterking Enterprise Co., Ltd. is an ISO 
9001:2008-cert i f ied manufacturer of a wide range of auto 

accessories. With abundant experience and know-how accumulated for 
more than 30 years, the company claims a position as a leading original 
equipment (OE) supplier of quality parts to customers around the world. 

Thanks to its advanced automated production lines, Lighterking 
says that it is fully confident in its product quality and durability. It is also 
proud of its strong in-house R&D team, consisting of a group of talented 
molding designers and electronic engineers who work constantly to 
upgrade product quality and functionality using the most advanced soft-
ware tools including AutoCAD, SolidWorks, and Pro/E. 

Lighterking’s major product categories include car/motorcycle ciga-
rette lighters, plugs, multi-socket plugs, extension wiring, power sockets 
used in telecom, car flashlights, and USB adaptors, among others. All 
of the products, the firm claims, are CE- and FCC-approved, and many 
are patented worldwide. One striking example of the firm’s patented 
products is its adaptor and USB charger, featuring efficient power sup-
ply, safety power cut-off protection, and independent switching.

The manufacturer exports its products to customers around the world, especially to international automakers in North 
America, Europe, and other areas. 

With its leader-of-the-pack capability, Lighterking welcomes custom development and manufacturing projects, and is 
confident of its ability to provide efficient production and delivery services that satisfy all the needs of its customers.

Lighterking stresses that it guarantees to satisfy customers with superior-quality 
products, dedicated customization, top-grade service, and punctual delivery. Advice 
from customers, the firm adds, is always highly anticipated and appreciated. 

Lighterking Enterprise Co., Ltd.
Car/motorcycle cigarette lighters, multi-socket plugs, extension 
wiring, power sockets, car flashlights, USB adaptors, etc.
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